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Let Me Prove 
What YOUR Mind 
Can Demonstrate
Famous Rosicrucian Mystic Explains

Secret Method Used by Many 
Thousands H. SPENCER LEWIS, Ph.D., F. R. C. 

Imperator of the Rosicrucian Brotherhood

ARE you weary of reading the books that tell you 
about the wonderful things accomplished by 

the master minds of the past? Are you tired of 
hearing what can be done with the mystic laws of 
mind and matter, without being told how YOU 
can do these things, easily and surely?

If you are like thousands upon thousands of others, you 
will want to be MASTER of your own life, your own career. 
You will cease believing the fantastic tales of the adepts of 
the Far East and the Mystics of the Orient, and will demand 
that you be shown how to do these great demonstrations of 
occult power.

For ages man has accepted the doctrines of church and 
school on faith. Today man demands the knowledge of the 
methods for self demonstration. His life and his fate are in 
his own making. He no longer believes that God has damned 
some to hell and some to Heaven before birth. He wants to 
rise, master, succeed and create for himself. He has dis
covered that it is his Divine Heritage. Telling him that it is 
possible for man’s mind to accomplish miracles without ex
plaining how and revealing the secret laws, has brought dis
couragement, sorrow, failure, and doubt into the hearts of 
millions.

But the great truth of the matter will never be found in 
books. This fact is not frankly told to the seeker, and he is 
led to buy books, and buy, and buy. Lecturers, teachers, 
writers and self-appointed guides continue to talk about 
what CAN BE DONE, and leave a host of hopeful but blind 
searchers for the knowledge they seek.

Certainly there must be some truth in the claims made and 
the stories told. For hundreds of years, in all countries, there 
have been noted men and women who demonstrated a rare 
and dependable system of creative mind power, and whose 
rise to success and attainment was miraculous. It is because 
we contact today those who seem to possess some unusual 

knowledge and a secret key to nature’s bounties, that thou
sands still have hope and believe in the pot at the end of the 
rainbow.

The real knowledge, however, is not publicly distributed to 
the worthy and unworthy alike; nor is it offered on a com
mercial basis like some earthly commodity of man’s manu
facture. The knowledge is from a sacred source; it is a price
less gift to the pure in heart and the deserving. Its value has 
been preserved by its careful protection from the sordid and 
completely selfish minds. This rare and secret wisdom of 
the higher laws of mind and nature has remained in the 
charge of one very ancient Brotherhood, the Rosicrucians, 
who proved years ago their great love for mankind, their 
broad tolerance and their willingness to help all to attain
ment and success if worthy.

Today the fraternity of Rosicrucians, existing in all lands 
and known as the AMORC, offers the real and true knowl
edge of man’s potent powers over matter and mystery. Those 
who are ready to study, practice and master, step by step, 
may have the complete knowledge under a very liberal ar
rangement that is not inconsistent with the high ideals of the 
Great School of the Great White Brotherhood. It will mean 
the complete change of fortune for any man or woman who 
follows the instructions and lives the happy, creative life of a 
Rosicrucian. Thousands in all parts of the world today, in 
the highest positions of power and demonstrated success, 
are secret students of the Rosicrucian 
methods.

I personally invite every real seeker of 
worthy mind and sincere heart to write 
to the scribe for a complimentary copy of 
a book that will explain the history and 
methods of instruction of the Rosicrucian 
Order known as AMORC in all lands. 
Use the Coupon below for your copy of 
the FREE BOOK.

—Important Facts About The—
ROSICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD

(AMORC)
There is but one International Rosicrucian Brotherhood through
out the world perpetuating the ancient _ and genuine principles 
and ideals of Rosicrucian revelations. This organization is known 
as AMORC in every land. Thousands of successful, happy stu
dents _ of these helpful teachings live in every part of North 
America and in all the large cities of the world. Perhaps those 
nearest to you who are the most successful in life are ready to 
help you if you take the first step and show a sincere interest in 
wanting to have their help. Always remember the Mystic Kev 
Word—AMORC.

HERE IS THE WAY
Scribe I T D
Rosicrucian Brotherhood (AMORC)
San Jose, Calif.

Please send me without obligation a FREE copy of “The 
Wisdom of the Sages.” I wish to know how I may receive these 
unusual truths.

Name ...........................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................
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In the Year of 1932

IN 1932, people all 
over the world are 
starving in countries 
which boast of an ad

vanced civilization—
boast of having con
quered the savage, of 
having compelled Na
ture to hand over her 
secrets. The wanton 
hand of greed unlocks 
her storehouse and 
hoards her treasures 
thus confiscating the 
homes, clothing, food 
and the pleasures of 
those who toil, prevent
ing the gaining of 
knowledge to those who 
study.

When Nature held 
the keys she provided 
bountifully for all her creatures; but 
after greed and avarice stalked into her 
secret chambers, hatred, thievery and 
lust took possession of man’s mind. Un
less these destructive elements are 
eradicated from the storehouse of uni
versal supply, greed and avarice will 
surely become a tidal wave sweeping 
the land, for the Demons of Darkness 
are gathering the fairest and the best of 
the last generation who, in turn, are 
robbing their posterity (the future 
race) of their birthright.

The influx of criminals into the realm 
of the Spirit is appalling. Each one of 
these degenerate minds becomes a Mas
ter in crime who forms a company of 
kindred souls and they continue on in 
their mad revelry of destruction, un
checked.

If State and Nation would only 
stop their wanton waste of human life 
and realize the need of a sane and hu
mane civilization long enough to hear

By EFFA DANELSON

the plaintive cry of the 
mother pleading for the 
safety of her boy and 
girl — and realize that 
the babe is the most 
precious cargo ever de
livered to any Nation 
—the boy and girl its 
greatest asset, the 
youth its most cov
eted prize and true 
manhood and woman
hood the grandest mon
ument that can be 
erected for the promul
gation of the Nation’s 
Life and safety.

The fatalities of all 
the wars that have ever 
been fought cannot bal
ance the destruction 
caused by the war 

waged by Prohibition, the curse of the 
present day, whose prostitution cannot 
be calculated nor erased. Its inheritance 
will be a curse on the nation and a blot 
on civilization for a million years of 
time. The failure of the churches to see 
their mistakes and rectify them has 
given a free hand to crime and its fol
lowers to ride rough shod over the world 
leaving a shattered hope that will never 
return.

1932—a year of new beginnings, 
came to us destitute—a year filled with 
heartaches and failures—a year long 
to be remembered by those who suffered 
most. Let us hope that the blighted 
seeds of promise may yet gain strength 
to yield a harvest sufficient for those 
who toil in the interest of “Humanity 
first,” and may they hold their banners 
aloft in spite of the treachery and trea
son of those whom we trusted with our 
Great Ship of State.

Awaken, Oh ye sleepers! and hear 
the wail of the as yet, unborn.
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Without
Fear or Favor

Editorials In Tune
Death

Received from a Lady Who Had Reen Dead Three Days 
(Identified)

Those that are born of wisdom have understanding,
Those that are not have to grope their way;
The outward garment is the house of clay,
The roof tumbles and the walls crumble; winter storms 
Sweep over us, the dead leaves fall about us;
The storm kings rage, the fire of life goes all but out, 
And over the dying embers the zephyrs play.

We speak with a new tongue, our ears are unstopped, 
The scales fall from our eyes; the world knows us no 
More among the living, and all that we are and ever 

hope to be is drawn
By the zephyrs from the dying embers, into the dawn of 

a new day.

Even as the watchers watch over us, we slip from their 
Embrace, and men call it sleep; but
To the freed one Life has just begun, and
While the zephyrs play in the dying embers,
Those who ever lived and by whatever name were called 

are born again.
—Effa E. Danelson.

Have You Located Your
Psychic Faculty?

M
UCH discussion of late prompts us to ask ‘Have 

you located your Psychic Faculty?” Psychic 
sight and hearing are not gifts as you may sup

pose. They are faculties just as important to you as 
are your physical eyes and ears and you should be just 
as alert to their usefulness as you are to your physical 
faculties. You are really afflicted if your Psychic sight 
and hearing is not perfect. The world holds so much that 
you are missing. It is too bad that you are so unmindful 
of your affliction and are content to journey through Life 
blind and deaf to the advantages all about.

Psychic sight and hearing is not a myth, neither is it 
a humbug or “the bunk” as your friends tell you. Psychic 
faculties once brought into service are as necessary to 
you as are your hands and feet and they serve you as 
completely.

If you have the proper intelligent understanding of 
these faculties and use them for constructive and bene
ficial purposes you need not fear the approach of any 
entity, in or out of the flesh. With your Psychic faculties 
rounded out you can meet and master any and all enemies 
and opposing elements.

Just why the religious and free thinker groups are op
posed to our talking with our own beloved people and 

friends, yet recognizing the communication with the mas
ters of other centuries is a puzzle to the thinking mind, as, 
whether master or loved ones, both are acting under the 
self same law—Nature’s immutable law of expression—• 
One Law, One Life—all things move and have their 
being, call it God or Nature, as you will.

When we come into the understanding of the fact that 
all are equal in the Law—birth brings us here and death, 
another birth, takes us hence, we begin to reason about 
the tremendous sacrifices that have been made in the 
cause of whose God is supreme or which church has the 
right to the keys of Heaven and Hell. Then as our power 
to search deepens we marvel at the stupidity of the whole 
world which accepted such a maudlin idea of Life. Then 
we reason still further and declare that Life did not 
begin with conception in our mother’s womb or at our 
expulsion therefrom. Recorded history is a modern day 
conception; therefore all histories regarding man and the 
world are very crude and unintelligible as primitive man 
had no means of preserving records of events and until 
recent years time was a conjecture, first by one genera
tion, then another. Today Archaeology is opening avenues 
of research into the past in a measure but as symbols are 
not in vogue in our time the Archaeologist is somewhat 
handicapped and very little can be certain. For this 
reason we are still in the dark as to the age of man but 
this we do know, that time dates farther back than the 
Bible allows.

Man is a triune being, living in only one of his facul
ties; this accounts for the barbarism one with another. 
Before the human race degenerated to the animal he was 
three dimensional; he remembered the past, lived in the 
present and discerned the future. Greed and creed robbed 
him of his greatest asset, the supremacy of Life in all its 
functions. Man stood guard at the portal of Life, going 
and coming at will. Then came the period of mental 
darkness giving birth to Greed and Creed. Since the dawn 
of that age, man has become the demon of destruction.

What can lift us out of this immoral, degenerate and 
abhorrent condition? Yourself. Realize that you are en
dowed with all faculties of understanding. Put them to 
work. When you know the so-called dead live and that 
you can communicate with your loved ones, then you have 
become a triune being able to walk by sight and through 
understanding of these things, Fear, the deadly venom in 
every soul, dies. When fear is gone, reason takes its 
throne and Life become a Living thing to honor and 
obey. Heaven becomes your dwelling place and Hell is 
relegated to the scrap heap of false teachings; you cherish 
all that gives you understanding regardless of the channel 
through which it came. You delight in listening that you 
may ponder the truth—you are a free man to mine the 
gold wherever it is to be found and your soul sings the 
songs of those whose love for you brought you out of the 
bondage of a creed bound past.
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With Our Times Danelson

When you know your loved ones can come to you and 
that they are living a perfectly natural Life—then and 
then only are you safe from the tortures of the Damned, 
regardless of which side of the veil you reside.

We have no words in the English language and no 
object by which to express or compare the two dimen
sions. One must just be baptized, so to speak, by the 
spirit and be flooded by the light of understanding of the 
Law. There are no half way stations where one can buy. 
Diligence and perseverance are the keys that open the 
gate to the Temple of Right Thinking for you. Right 
thinking carries you to the threshold of experience; ex
perience crowns you with Knowledge; when endowed with 
Knowledge the stone is rolled from the sepulchre and 
you come forth a resurrected soul. Death ends the physical 
action only; you are immune from death. Today is a link 
in the great chain of Life. Live it as best you can; tomor
row, its successor is entitled to that much from your hand. 
Begrudge not yesterday’s gifts even though they were 
brought through tears and sorrows. You, the master, are 
also the sculptor and builder; leave your trophies behind 
and journey on into the today of tomorrows unborn. You 
are not weary; your feet are filled with the power of 
the doing—your hands are blessed by the power of your 
blessing—the light in your eyes lighteth all the dark 
places because you gave of your soul expression to the 
traveler on the way. You are not weary—the bread of 
Life is yours and the spring of Life flows ever for you. 
You cannot be weary for you are living in the Eternal 
Truth of the Eternal Now. Locate your Psychic faculties 
and drink from the fountain of Eternal Life. The future 
holds nothing for you that the present cannot reveal.

The Suicide and the Law
HE general consensus of opinion is that one who com
mits suicide is consigned to a barren place to await 
the alloted time of his sojourn on earth. We deny 

this injunction; it is illogical from every point of reason
ing. The condition of Life after Death has nothing what
soever to do with the manner of exit but the condition of 
the mind of that suicide does. The act does not determine 
the place of abode but the cause which led up to the act 
determines all.

Death by suicide is the same as deatli caused by an 
accident or through a sickness. It is the false teachings 
about Life after Death by those who are ignorant of the 
Law and by those who know the Law and fear public 
opinion that plunges these unfortunate ones into barren 
places when they come into the reality that their act did 
not end Life. We do not condemn or condone for we know 

that Life flows on in the same way after death as before. 
Knowledge becomes Power. As we progress we work out 
of our handicaps just as we outgrow our childhood inter
ests when we grow to manhood and womanhood.

Accept nothing in THEORY but turn the searchlight 
of reason upon every question of importance regardless 
of what precedent has been set or by whom it was set. 
You are a law unto yourself because you are the law 
maker of your own environment.

My Friends

I
F you could see the sky as I see it, if you could behold 
the clouds in their glory and the rain in its wisdom, 
hear the praises of the birds, the melody of the 

grasses, you would look upon the sod as a flower-bed of 
ease on which your tired body could recline and reap the 
glories of Life without a murmur. If you could rejoice 
when the winds of adversity blow and the clouds of 
despair gather, you would realize that all of Life is lived 
in the moment that you lift your eyes upward in praise 
for the long journey ended and the road which stretches 
ahead. We find no day too long and night brings sweet 
remembrance of the toil of other days when clouds of 
doubt hung heavy over our heads.

Today, my friends, we know the Journey of Yester
years was for the purpose of breaking the trail for tender 
feet to travel on in their eagerness to reach the self-same 
goal in after-years. We greet you all and if you can read 
between the lines, you will see the writing clearly—“It is 
not the clouds that make Life dreary, nor the winds that 
buffet us about, it is the uncertainty of Life, the dim 
past and the veiled future that causes the halting step— 
the weary and care-worn half smile of those we see about 
us—the step in the dark, lurking shadow of doubt, the 
half truths that make us falter and sometimes lose our 
way.” Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, my friends, for 
reaching from across that silent space, twixt the Dead 
and the Living, are the out-stretched hands of loved ones 
waiting to help you in your darkened hour, to walk with 
you from the shadows of doubt into the glorious light of 
a Sunlit Day.

If you could see as I see, hear as I hear, your lives 
would be filled with peace and your hands would never 
grow weary in toiling that the sorrowing souls of adver
sity, in the gathering gloom, might see their beloved face 
to face and hear again their loving voice.

Rejoice with us, my friends, and be exceedingly glad 
for the storm-tossed wave that brought us to the Shores 
of Time and gave us strength to reach the higher ground 
and sight to view the Heavenly City of our Goal.
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Handwriting Reveals Character
"By Their Handwriting Shall Ye Know Them"

By Dr. JAMES H. CALLAHAN
Handwriting Analyst and Vocational Counsellor

(All rights reserved)

How Is Your Personality 
Today?

A
 QUEER question to ask you may
say, but is it? Never before in 
the history of tlie world have 

human beings exerted themselves so much 
in an effort to understand and improve 
themselves. Inspirational articles are to 
be found in many magazines and books 
and there are radio broadcasts and lec
tures on the subject of personality. Uni
versities now boast classes in its study 
and improvement, seeking to assist the 
individual in building up an attractive 
personality, one which will aid him in suc
ceeding in the business of life. If we are 
to be successful we must first understand 
ourselves. The arts and sciences have 
been called upon to lend their aid. The 
science of Graphology—the study of mind 
on paper—is doing its part in this great 
movement for self-understanding and im
provement, because the skilled Grapholo
gist has only to see your handwriting to 
paint a word picture of you as you really 
are.

Personality is man’s most valuable asset. 
It is the outstanding characteristic of the 
human individual. Personality may be 
said to be the sum total of those traits of 
character which make us attractive to 
other people in general.

It is that mysterious something which 
is so hard to define, yet which all of us 
easily recognize, and while all of us could 
not agree as to just what constitutes the 
ideal personality because of the qualities 
covering such a wide field and are so in
clusive, yet I believe that we would agree 
that the individual who is dominated by 
positive mental qualities such as ambition, 
enthusiasm, cheerfulness, will power, pur
pose, persistence, initiative, tact, amiabil
ity, adaptability, kindness, suavity, poise, 
grace and ease of manner, friendliness, 
sincerity and naturalness, good self-ex
pression and courage, possesses the essen
tial elements constituting this very impor
tant thing known as a strong or highly 
developed personality.

These in their various combinations with 
other traits of character, give us as many 
varied personalities as there are people.

It will be interesting to see how some 
of them are reflected in the handwriting 
of your friends and correspondents:

If the writing is written with very light, 
medium light, or medium heavy pressure, 
the writing is well inclined to the right 

or left, the forms of the letters are not 
awkward, well made and placed t-bars, the 
writing in general suggesting movement 
which is graceful and assured, the rhythm 
gracious and flowing, with vigorously 
made capitals, then we have a person of 
the Vital type who is interested in life 
and all that goes with it. One who lives 
with vigor and ardor, possessing energy 
and ambition, and is seldom languid or 
brusque in manner who makes courageous 
use of his or her natural gifts. You will 
have a person with a definite purpose in 
life who finds color in every incident and 
a valuable meaning in every experience.

There will be displayed an enthusiasm 
that colors and makes of life an enjoyable 
game; or it may be the warm, eager en
thusiasm which bubbles out with each 
experience. You will find such a friend 
fond of movement and expression. This 
person is anxious to forge ahead in greater 
fields of endeavor and action and to per
fect all with which he is concerned, with 
an exhilarating effect upon others.

If your friend’s handwriting is large, 
very flowing, legible writing, written with 
ease, with forward inclination, in which 
the capitals are gracious and assured and 

are a good deal larger than the small let
ters, you may know that this person pos
sesses ease in speech, with expansiveness 
and demonstrativeness of the tempera
ment. There is the capacity for express
ing the emotions easily; highly developed 
personal traits and the power to magnetize 
others; a liking for all forms of whole
some pleasure and a dislike for sordid 
things. The affections and friendship will 
find easy expression. Such people have 
a genius for friendship and for life. They 
scatter warmth wherever they go and are 
living eulogies of beauty. Anyone can 
get along with them for they are always 
discoverers, hunting for the good that 
lesser ones have failed to find.

Persons of this type have the ability to 
be very congenial and companionable 

without expecting everyone else to agree 
with them and to have the same ideas they 
have. They wear the smile that won’t 
come off and always have a glad hand for 
strangers. Their attitude is always one 
of real interest in other people, are not 
afraid to show people that they like them 
and enjoy them and they seem to have 
the genius of saying pleasant things to 
people. Genuine charm is theirs in say
ing things that please; doing little things 
that endear them to every one and put
ting every one at ease about anything 
they do; they always take the likes or 
dislikes of others into consideration at all 
times.

Wide letters of good size tell us that 
your friend is frankly interested in the 
world in general; one who is friendly and 
pleasant in manner, anxious to please and 
be pleased; who always appears to be 
having the time of his or her life wherever 
he or she may be, who is appreciative of 
all we do and shows much enthusiasm over 
every little gift or attention.

The long, swinging rhythm given to the 
writing will show that your friend is one 
who is frank and demonstrative of what 
he or she feels, with much ability to pro

duce and appreciate music, color and 
action.

The medium pressure tells us that your 
friend is a lover of life, action and sen
suous pleasures.

Those long connecting strokes between 
the letters is the evidence that there is 
an eagerness for the realization of his or 
her hopes and ambitions.

If your friend leaves his “a’s,” “o’s,” 
“d’s” and “g’s” open at the top, there is 
the evidence of generosity, openness and 
frankness. Of course the kind of gen
erosity shown will depend upon the other 
indications in the writing.

If your friend sends those upper loops 
of his letters well skyward, then he is 
reaching up with high aspirations.

{Continued on page 16)
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"FAMOUS
HANDS"

Analyzed
By ALICE DENTON JENNINGS

$ $

Analysis—Hand of Rutli Roland
HE OUTSTANDING characteristics 
of Miss Roland’s hand are its love of 

beauty and remarkable talent for self
expression through artistic forms. (This 
is shown by the conic shape, the fine tex
ture of the skin, the long dominant third 
finger, the highly developed Mount of 
Apollo, which runs into an equally well 
developed Mount of Mercury without any 
breaks.)

Miss Roland thinks of beauty first and 
of material regards second (the finger of 
Mercury is set much lower than the 
Apollo finger), but she has far too much 
sense to ignore money (the long, clear 
head line slopes only slightly). She has 
a remarkably well rounded personality 
(every mount on the hand is well devel
oped) and a finely balanced mind (the 
first and second phalanges of the thumb 
are equal in length and the head line is 
long and clear and only slightly sloping).

Miss Roland is sympathetic (conic 
hand), affectionate (well developed 
Mount of Venus and chained heart line). 
She is impulsive (smooth jointed fingers), 
generous (turned back thumb), adaptable 
and somewhat unconventional; (the fingers 
have supple joints and the thumb joins 
the thumb, at a true right angle). She 
has a great deal of ambition (the Mount 
of Jupiter inclines towards the Mount 
of Saturn). She cares very little for 
dominating others (short finger of Jupi
ter). She is not morbid, but takes a keen

KEY TO LINES 
IN THE HAND

1. Fate rising from Life- 
Line

aesthetic pleasure in tragedy (well devel
oped Mount of Saturn that inclines 
towards the Mount of Apollo). She has 
a charming sense of humor (well devel
oped Mount of Mercury), and tremendous 
courage (both mounts of Mars well de
veloped). She has remarkable imagina
tion (star on well developed Mount of 
Luna—this is all the more significant be
cause her Head Line is not the imagina
tive kind you would expect to find on the 
conic hand). She will enjoy excellent 
health (pink and white palm, short, 
straight health line that does not touch 
the life line and clearly marked life line).

She will marry a brilliant man (star on 
the Mount of Jupiter), but will have a 
successful career of her own (fate line 
shows no break corresponding to the mar
riage date and does not stop at the heart 
line).

Her successes are all due to her own 
effort. She will add to her achievements 
in the movies as well as business by de
veloping her voice. Musical success will 
come later in life and will be most grati
fying when it does come (line of brilliancy 
starts from the head line and rises clear 
and straight to the Mount of Apollo).

2. Fate rising from wrist

3. Fate rising from Moon

4. Ending 
Saturn

on Mount of

5. Ending
Apollo

on Mount of

6. Ending
Mercury

on Mount of

7. Ending 
Jupiter

on Mount of
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Complete Course in Astrology
By LAIJRITZ C. LARSON

(Continued from July issue)

S
ATURN: Prudent with partner’s
capital though not much chance of 
any money through marriage since 

marriage partner’s earning ability is slight 
unless Saturn is very well aspected. If 
afflicted, difficulties after marriage over 
finances. Native will have time for much 
reflection before end of life.

Jupiter: Probable inheritance through 
marriage. Gives a hopeful confidence in 
the path of life. Clear dreams; a lively 
imagination and an interest in occult 
teachings. Afflictions make native skep
tical; inheritance is wasted; extravagance 
with partner's finances.

Mars: Increase of property through 
partner or inheritance. Enthusiasm for 
spiritual research. Afflicted, extravagant 
partner; no money through marriage or 
trouble over inheritance. Loss by fire or 
theft.

Uranus: Uranus is strong here and if 
well aspected, indicates great interest in 
the problem of heredity, sin, death and 
penitence. Strange dreams. Unexpected 
legacy. Afflicted, partner squanders money. 
Many sudden difficulties can be dissolved 
by pure and clear thoughts.

Neptune: Great sensitivity to peculiar 
dreams of a somewhat prophetic nature. 
Inclines strongly toward spiritualism, but 
moderation is urged in psychic research, 
particularly if Neptune is afflicted. Many 
troubles after marriage through false rep
resentation in partner’s financial situation. 
Inheritance divided or wasted by litiga
tion.

Planets in the Ninth House
Sun: The Sun in the House of con

sciousness gives broad views, high ideals 
and noble ambitions. Inclination for re
ligious study. Reverence for truth. Go
ing abroad is probable or business with 
foreign relations. Interest in aviation. 
Afflicted makes for fanatics, enthusiasts 
and people with confused minds.

Venus: Gives a clear imagination. Na
tive is sympathetic, ready to help, very 
much esteemed for philanthropic and re
ligious work. Traveling gives great plea
sure. Benefits through in-laws. Success 
in artistic career. Afflicted, it gives dif
ficulty in social affairs and there may be 
a sort of isolation through disappointment 
in them.

Mercury: Clean, busy mind; quick wit; 
scientific and literary. Inclines to travel. 
Danger of too adaptable a mind that may 
get to know too many contradictory ideas 
resulting in doubt and indecision. Prom
ises should not be too readily made with
out certainty of fulfillment. Possibility 
of legal troubles if afflicted.

Moon: Receptive mind and fertile im
agination. There is an astral sensing of
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Study Course in Astrology
Lesson No. 5 Cont,

(Greenwich Mean Time—Calculations of 
the positions of the Planets.)
The necessary equipment is Ephemeris 

for 1932, a Table of Houses No. 2 and 
Starcraft Chart Blanks.
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the deeper significance of things. Ro
mantic, fanciful, curious and fond of 
novelties. Liking for travel into extraor
dinary or peculiar regions. Great ad
miration early in life for books of Jules 
Verne type.

Saturn: A wish to rule, but for the 
benefit of those ruled, and if need be 
sacrificing own happiness. Some restraint 
in early life. Opposition, impediments and 
distrustful pessimism of new ventures 
through well-meaning parent. Native may 
be head-strong and fanatical. Loss in 
litigation. Troubles through religion and 
in-laws. Success in higher educational 
occupations unless afflicted.

Jupiter: A very favorable influence on 
the entire horoscope. Strong religious and 
philosophical influence. Zeal for logical 
argument. Mode of thought is broad, 
peaceful and tolerant. Strong feeling of 
justice and fairness. Jupiter here gives 
the power to charm an audience. If af
flicted, there is arrogance and inclination 
to live above station in life and may lose 
credit thereby.

Mars: Desire for many sided action. 
Enthusiastic, but with a feeling of being 
bound and a sort of “inferiority complex” 
or a dissatisfaction with oneself. There 
is great intellectual and philosophical in
sight and the probability of radical im
provements in teachings of some kind if 
mind can be held to a definite groove. If 
afflicted, fanatical ideas, legal trouble and 
disagreements with in-laws, trouble 
through religious matters.

Uranus: Independent, progressive and 
resourceful mind. Fond of occultism, 
science and literature. Success in pub
lishing or some large manufacturing enter
prise. Inventive ability. A superstitious 
nature. Interest in aviation. Leads to 
much travel. Afflicted, danger in travel, 
trouble with in-laws, and through religion. 
Fanatical.

Neptune: Gives a great desire to know 
the world, both spiritually and materially. 
Long and distant journeys, probably re
search of some kind. Mind is philosophi
cal, but dreamy and vague and inclines 

toward meditation on psychic problems. 
Mystical and occult teachings give great 
satisfaction. Afflicted, danger of nervous 
overstrain through psychic experiments 
which should be avoided; loss by fraud 
and through law; danger in travels.

Planets in the Tenth House
Sun : Good sign of success and of gain

ing an honorable, independent position in 
life. Mind has a clear logical trend of 
thought. Places natives in a leading posi
tion because of individuality, ability and 
will power. Afflictions give arrogance and 
pride reducing changes of success.

Venus: Great desire for contacts with 
others and usually of those cultured or 
artistic circles. Profession will be in 
some way connected with things which 
make life more pleasant and will be lucra
tive. Successful marriage. If no aspects, 
there will be lack of perseverance. Af
flicted, too much pleasure hunting and an 
inability to find the right direction in life 
or life work.

Mercury: Talented, literary and com
mercial success. Practical organizing of 
work and talent for putting into use 
acquired knowledge but too much repeti
tion should be avoided. Inclines to rela
tions with many people in various things. 
Afflicted, many changes of occupation and 
a probable “Jack of all trades and master 
of none”; uncertain position in life.

Moon: Many changes in occupation and 
outward life. Many connections with the 
public and with women. Profession not 
taken seriously, the private life being of 
greater concern. This position brings con
siderable success and appreciation, and as 
a consequence, native feels less and less 
incentive to real serious and devoted work, 
which is too bad since much progress 
could be made with a little effort. Af
flicted, unstable position public hostility, 
personal downfall.

Saturn: Gives opposition and persever
ance in occupation as well as high ambi
tion. Deep thought and strength of will. 
This position demands great self-control 
and tact in all connections with the outer 
world as otherwise collapse may occur at 
the moment of greatest fame. This is a 
selfish influence that should be fought. It 
often gives bad temper and discontent.

Jupiter: A strong position for success, 
honor and esteem early in life. Native’s 
occupation usually harmonizes with in
clinations and temperament and there
fore, gives every satisfaction. Ease in in
tercourse with people and keen sense of 
humor with a strong sense of responsibil
ity and justice, but also a partiality for 
outward show and public esteem. An af
fliction can bring slander and reckless ac
tion, can have fatal consequences on posi
tion in life. (Continued Next Month)
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Advanced Course in Numerology
By MARY ADAMS

Prepared to Supplement "Numerology Is Practical"
The Cosmic Parable

Everybody wants to be happy. 
Everybody is hoping for “good 
luck.” Almost everybody wants more 

money. Ever since the days of the mythi
cal King Midas, who changed into gold 
everything he touched (including his food 
and his dearly beloved daughter) people 
have been wanting gold, and still more 
gold. But stop a minute and think. Is it 
actual gold, heaps of it, that you want? 
Of course not. You want the happiness 
that you believe gold will purchase for 
you. Some few poorly balanced brains 
actually do want gold or its modern equiv
alent, money. But most of us want hap
piness and success, obtained through some 
supernatural process called “good luck,” 
rather than attained through wisdom and 
hard work.

Throughout the centuries philosophers 
have been telling us such truths as the 
following:

“The brave man carves out his fortune 
and every man is the son of his own 
works.”

Or, as our own Emerson put it, 
“Shallow men believe in luck.”
The more uneducated and ignorant a 

man is, the more he believes in “luck.” 
The less he knows of cosmic laws, the more 
he seeks to propitiate what he believes to 
be Blind Fate or an Angry God.

He who is beginning to catch a glimpse 
of the great universal truths knows that 
“Man is his own star; and that soul than 

can
Be honest, is the only perfect man.”
All of which goes to show that the man 
who knows his Real Self, listens to what 
his Real Self has to say, then does as his 
Real Self indicates is on the way to “per
fection.” Which, in terms of this earthly 
life means success and happiness.

Every ology and ism is based on this 
law of self-knowledge. Numerology is not 
the only road to self-knowledge but it is 
a very good road. There are well-marked 
sign posts all along the way and they are 
so clear that as the old proverb says, “He 
who runs may read.”

You remember the parable of the 
Talents as told in the 25th chapter of 
Matthew—how three servants were given 
respectively 1, 2, and 5 Talents and what 
they did with them. In those days a Talent 
was equal to about $2,000 of our money, 
but it is just as easy to interpret the 
Talents as meaning musical, legal, literary 
or dramatic gifts, and all anyone is ex
pected to do in this life is to take his 
Talents, as revealed by his numbers, use 

them, improve them, increase them, so that 
his ego may go on into a higher grade 
when the time comes.

Numerology is a Cosmic Parable. Ac
cording to the 13th chapter of Matthew 
“The disciples came and said unto him 
‘Why speakest thou unto them in para
bles?’ And he answered and said unto 
them, ‘Unto you it is given to know the 
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but 
to them it is not given.’ ” So most of us 
must be contented with the parables 
taught by modern science and ancient wis
dom. But the great point is: understand, 
use, exercise, improve the Talents indi
cated in your Numeroscope.

To begin—what is the most important 
fact in your life? Of course I refer to 
this short span on earth, and the answer 
is: the date on which your earthly or fleshly 
envelope, or body began to function. In 
other words, the day on which you were 
born is the most important in your earthly 
life. It is the one thing about you which 
cannot be changed. Its numerical symbols 
(month, day and year) show what quali
ties you brought to this earthly life; what 
characteristics your ego possesses, and to 
what point it has progressed. Hence, what 
you are best fitted to do, or your voca
tional qualifications.

Does your Birth Path say you shall be 
a doctor, a cook, a minister, a bootlegger? 
It most certainly does not. It reveals the 
character of the qualities you have brought 
with you. It shows the nature of the tools 
with which you are to carve out your 
earthly life. And remember, no numbers 
are better than any other numbers. You 
cannot make any excuse for not doing 
your best because you are a “2” or a 
“3” and someone else is an “11” or “22.” 
These numbers simply indicate the “grade” 
you are in. If you are what is called “a 
young soul,” an ego that has made com
paratively few trips to this earth, your 
birth path total will be a simple digit 
without any super numbers and it will in
dicate the path you are to follow. Your 
ego may need to learn the lesson of in
dependence or pioneering (1) ; of coopera
tion (2) ; of self-expression (3) ; etc. And 
whether you dig a ditch or fly an airplane; 
whether you sew a seam or sing in grand 
opera, you must carry into your work the 
spirit of pioneering, cooperating, self-ex
pression, etc., as indicated by your birth 
path or vocational qualifications.

If your birtli path has a super number 
in it, an 11 or 22, it shows that you are 
an old soul—that you have made many 
trips to this earth—that you have learned 

all the lessons of the first 9 grades and 
that now you are ready for what may be 
called a “post graduate” course in living. 
Your ego has come to this earth possessed 
of super powers and talents, and much 
more is expected of you than if your birth 
path showed a simple digit. Yet, accord
ing to your Talents and qualifications, in 
proportion to your abilities, your percent
age of advancement should be just as 
great, regardless of the grade in which 
you are functioning in this life.

In analysing your numbers, be sure you 
note the plane to which most of your num
bers belong. This is revealed by working 
out your dominant digits, as explained in 
the December issue of the Occult Digest. 
This is computed from the entire original 
name and the birth path. Write down in 
a horizontal row the digits 1 to 9, also 10, 
11 and 22. Thus:

123456789 10 11 22 
under each number set down the number 
of l’s, 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, etc., found in your 
name. For each total and each position 
of the birth path use an X. Add each 
position separately and place the results 
at the bottom. I will repeat this example 
for the benefit of those who have not seen 
the December issue.

Chart showing complete arrangement of 
name and Birth Path:

u 
December 19, 1852

3 10 7 =20

6 3 20 6-3-2=11
1 5 1 11 9 5 6 2
ALBERT ABRAHAM MICHELSON

3 2 9 2 2 9 8 4 4 3 8 3 1 5

16 23 21

7 5 6 7-5-6=9

132592 12 9 18 14 493853165
22 26 44

8 8 22-8-8=22-7

Chart showing how to find the Dominant
Traits:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 22
5 3 3 2 3 1 0 2 3 X X X

X X X X X X X X
X X X X X

X
5 5 5 2 4 3 3 4 4 1 2 1

Your total signature plus your birth 
path shows the plane on which most of 
your activities will take place. The first 
three numbers I, 2, 3, indicate the physical 
plane of action. The next four numbers 
4, 5, 6, 7 indicate the mental plane. The 
numbers 8, 9, 11, 22 (10 is considered the 
same as 1) indicates the spiritual plane. 
In the example given the Physical plane 
totals 15; the Mental totals 12; and the 
Spiritual totals 12. This is a very well 
balanced name and one which exactly ex
presses the character of the man who bore 
**• (Continued Next Month)
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The Seven Brothers
Wrecks of Dissipation—Junk Heaps of Hell

(Continued from July issue)
ROTHERS—WAR, TOBACCO, LI
QUORS, GAMBLING, SEX, AP
PETITE, and the great and popular 

god of most modern men—Money GOD. 
Are the seven greatest combating forces 
of modern man.

BROTHER LIQUOR—“THE DEVIL 
IN DISSOLUTION.” For ages this 
brother through his many agencies has 
caused untold misery, robbed homes, 
ruined families, manhood, etc. HE has 
developed crime, dishonesty, bribery, cor
rupted public officials and benumbed the 
brain of efficiency and placed it at the 
mercy of the keener intellect. Homes 
have been wrecked by this DEMON 
BROTHER. Many prosperous lines of 
business are driven into ruin and bank
ruptcy. Hundreds upon thousands taken 
to our prisons and other state institutions 
—incompetents, insane and thousands of 
unreliable persons, are created by too free 
association with this BROTHER. He has 
plundered our treasuries, banks and other 
responsible institutions, making his ad
dicts embezzlers which lands them in our 
Federal and State prisons. His products 
are to a man or woman the same as gaso
line to a motor car—unless intelligently 
handled, a wreck is developed. Too much 
intimacy with Brother Liquor will even
tually spell disaster. He is a stockholder 
and keeper of houses of ill repute. He has 
his agents all over the world hunting up 
recruits for his many places. Suicides 
among his inmates is common; someone’s 
sister—some fathers’ and mothers’ daugh
ters have traveled the dark path.

BROTHER LIQUOR is a wholesale 
murderer. He has filled millions of graves; 
stinted and starved thousands of innocent 
children; embezzled millions upon millions 
of dollars. He has filled our divorce courts 
from time to time; also our penitentiaries; 
our insane asylums. HE has mixed too 
frequently with gasoline and automobiles 
on the highways, causing accidents and in 
many cases killing outright the occupants 
of the automobiles. He has sneaked in 
like a thief at midnight making whoopee; 
causing wrecks on steam-boats, trains, 
etc.; endangering the lives of thousands of 
travelers. HE has disturbed the peace in 
places of public gatherings. HE has made 
liars, devils, demons and thieves out of 
his patrons. HE is the largest briber of 
modern times.

This infamous BROTHER defies City, 
County, State and National Governments. 
This BROTHER has been declared insane,

By JEFFERSON HOCKER
incompetent, unreliable and dangerous to 
public morals and to the country at large. 
The public has declared HIM a nuisance 
and requested that a proper and com
petent guardian for him be appointed, 
placing HIM under practical safety con
trol, adopted and adjusted to the particular 
local needs and general requirements of 
the public at large.

HIS products should be strictly under 
government supervision with a stipulated 
profit to the distributor of his wares, etc., 
leaving a conservative margin for the 
Government. In order to operate and 
drive an automobile, a license is issued. 
For safety, the same is true in the case 
of any one who wants to patronize this 
BROTHER. Before being permitted to 
be a patron they should make a satisfac
tory affidavit setting forth sane require
ments, and, if fully qualified to be en
trusted as a patron, a license or permit 
may be granted. This may be in the form 
of a Pass Book issued to him, which en
ables him to buy whisky or other hard 
liquor. The past ten years’ experience 
with BROTHER LIQUOR has definitely 
proven that he needs a firm and strict 
guardian. It is not practical to openly 
defy the public and tell them they cannot 
see this BROTHER; but all should be 
placed on their honor and given a fair 
chance—under fair, strict and honest gov
ernment regulation.

The fascinating, large and excessive 
profit should be the first thing to eliminate 
from this product. Following this, the 
government should prepare data so the 
people may be intellectually educated 
upon the subject of the effect of liquors. 
Again referring to the subject of profit in 
liquors, the government should extract 
from this product and industry the term 
“excessive profit,” placing it within the 
reach of the masses, or those who desire it, 
and have complied with all government 
requirements, having obtained the required 
government pass-book, or recognition for 
purchase. This would restore the freedom 
of purchase to all, with the profit taken 
out, and this BROTHER would soon be 
within the walls of the undertaker await
ing a customary and decent burial. 
THINK—INVESTIGATE—STUDY and 
CO-OPERATE—and all these things will 
come to pass.

You are now meeting BROTHER 
GAMBLER, who represents the largest 
army of human parasites ever assembled 
within a country. HE will take tainted 
money and will help his many followers 

to operate and exist. “THE FOOL AND 
HIS MONEY ARE SOON PARTED.” 
Brother GAMBLER makes his living prin
cipally along these lines. Almost every 
one takes a gamble, but not along the 
unscrupulous lines which are followed in 
professional gambling. Gambling, like 
liquor, depletes the bank account and de
velops the lowest of characters. The gam
bler is a professional dissipator, whose 
road to ruin is swift and fast.

Gambling is one of the country’s great
est curses. It leads to stealing, lying and 
to direct association with BROTHER 
LIQUOR. Gambling leads to suicides. It 
creates inharmony in the home and in 
business. It makes friends lose confi
dence in one another. The methods prac
ticed by BROTHER GAMBLER are un
reliable, crooked and all one-sided. No 
gambler is out for his health. One of the 
meanest classes of gamblers is the fellow 
who takes undue advantage of unexpected 
situations—gambling in the necessities of 
life, as food, clothing, etc. Stock Ex
changes are the most far reaching of chain 
gambling institutions. Their net is thrown 
far and wide and a sucker hardly ever es
capes. DON’T GAMBLE.

The gambling in the grain markets de
presses farm prices'—a proven fact. With 
other difficulties the farmer still has the 
grain gambler to contend with.

Horse racing and lotteries extract mil
lions annually from the pockets of the 
people. Prize fights, baseball, etc., orig
inated for recreation, sport and exercise, 
have been contaminated with the gambling 
spirit, commercialized, and are run purely 
for profit. The mad scramble of the Amer
ican people trying to corral the “GOLD
EN CALF” has changed many an innocent 
sport into a gambling enterprise.

Gambling has encouraged millions of 
people to participate in its offerings, and 
many times the outcome has driven desper
ate people to suicide. There are gamblers 
in all fields, including Grain, Stocks and 
Bonds, Railroads, Food Stuffs, Fresh 
Fruits and Vegetables. Shippers have and 
take all the advantage of the producer, 
allowing him the price for his stuff as 
agreed upon by a bunch of shippers in a 
“gentlemen’s” agreement among them
selves. Most generally this class of ship
pers and buyers has connections with good 
banks and other moneyed institutions.

Gambling should be discouraged. Gam
bling creates too many human parasites, 
drones, etc. Gambling is legalized rob
bery. (Continued Next Month)
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THE PROMISE
{Continued, from July issue)

OMETIMES when I was through 
work about 5 A. M. my father would 
come for me in his little Ford. Thus 

it was only natural that I mistake the 
masculine figure at the foot of the cinder 
path for my father. As I drew closer I 
saw that he was too tall for father and 
my next guess was that my spirit doctor 
had decided to speed up his materializa
tion by meeting me another time.

I hastened my footsteps. There was no 
fear in my mind as the figure came 
toward me. I noticed that it lacked that 
luminous quality of the “Spirit Doctor’s.” 
His movements were wooden, mechanical, 
like a robot. In fact he seemed to be 
motivated by some slow power that was 
unearthly. However, he was solid enough 
and as he stopped beside me I again felt 
the strange passage of cold air that some
times seeped from the ground beneath the 
bushes; a mouldy, dank smell accompanied 
this draft of air.

I was about to ask what he wanted, 
for he had stopped before me and uttered 
no word. When, with a cat-like swoop 
he grasped my arm, ripped the sleeve 
from it and lifted it to his lips 1 A 
shiver of horror ran through my frame 
and I attempted to pull my arm away 
from those cold, cold lips. But they were 
like the tentacles of some slimy octopus, 
crawling along my arm . . . sucking up 
the flesh . . . until they reached my 
throat!

In the dim light of the breaking day, 
I saw his horrible vulture-like features, 
his pointed, satyr ears, his ghastly clay 
complexion. His eyes stared into mine— 
eyes without pupils . . . only a jeweled 
luminousness like the eyes of a cat in 
the dark. I realized what this thing was. 
. . . A ZOMBIE, a vampire, a dead 
alive creature! Dead perhaps for years 
and walking his earth body about in the 
darkness of night, seeking blood, the power 
that kept his body from mortification.

Stark panic gripped me. ... I was 
struck dumb with horror! I was going to 
die . . . this creature would drain my 
body. That was all I could think of; no 
thought of the unfinished experiment with 
the young spirit Doctor; no thought of 
my hospital work or my friends and par
ents. I only remember that over this hor
rible clod of flesh I noticed the cherry 
trees with their hard green fruit just 
beginning to ripen. I was struck with re
gret that this beautiful spot should be so 
desecrated; this meeting place dedicated 
to an attempt to relieve suffering, was 
being used for an ulterior purpose. Some
how this thought mattered more to me 
than death.

By GUSSIE ROSS JOBE

Held in his vise-like grip, his lips upon 
my throat, I suddenly noticed that the 
little rounds of green fruit upon the 
cherry trees had become lovely faces of 
children grouped together like cherubim 
faces in holy pictures. They swayed back 
and forth in the breeze, little cloudy faces 
grouped together . . . they smiled at
me, placid and undismayed.

All at once I had a feeling of rain 
falling between the corpse at my throat 
and my own body. There fell a shower 
that forced us sharply apart and I was 
aware of a gentle, though decided tingle 
not unlike a light electric shock. Then 
it became visible to me; it dropped like 
a shining curtain between my tormentor 
and myself.

As near as I can describe it is to liken 
it to the little torches called sparklers 
that children buy on the fourth of July, 
those brilliant sparks that shine but do 
not burn.

I could also sense some commands 
meant for the thing. Sonorous orders, 
deep and powerful, spoken in tones one 
would use to a loathsome, leprous animal:

“Begone ! Begone !” It said.
I was freed abruptly and fell uncon

scious upon the cinder path. When my 
next conscious moment came, my father 
was bending over me anxiously. From 
his seat in the waiting Ford, he said, he 
had seen me “trip over something and 
fall!”

This devastating experience quickened 
my interest a thousand fold, and not for 
untold wealth would I have avoided the 
cinder path or missed the chance of talk
ing it over with my Spirit Doctor.

A little weak but with unshaken deter
mination, I wended my way there the next 
evening. I thought perhaps he would 
know about my adventure and possibly 
was responsible for my release, but I 
found him calm, serene and almost indif
ferent as I told him about it.

“You cannot be harmed,” he assured me, 
“you are divinely protected.”

“Perhaps,” I answered, “not bodily, but 
what about the shock to my mind? Ad
mitting the possibility, it would not only 
incapacitate me for my own earth work 
but cause a break in the serenity that is 
necessary to our experiment.”

“If yours was the type of mind that 
such a thing could unbalance, you would 
never have known the ‘inside of the veil.’ ” 
he explained.

“Did you know this horrible visitation 
would come to me?”

“No, but I know that these entities are 
always prowling. I had no way of know
ing that they had discovered our meetings. 
They are drawn by blood in any form. 

They have the craftiness of an earth dope 
fiend when it comes to satisfying their 
cravings. These beings are ‘Form slaves’ 
unwilling to accept the truth of spirit or 
learn of the air Lords’ teachings, so they 
must wander about.”

The little faces that I had seen upon 
the cherry tree, he told me, were Oreads 
or nymphs. They had brought the shower 
that had saved me. The voice was the 
power of the Air Lords.

The sweet summer days waned into 
Fall. The hard green cherries had ripened 
and gone, the leaves were turning, insects 
droned their swan song in the thicket. 
The children who played on the sidewalk 
were changing their games. First there 
had been marbles, and jumping ropes of 
Spring; then hopscotch and prisoners base 
for summer; now they trundled gayly 
lighted card-board boxes about, cut with 
fantastic designs, pasted over with paper 
of varied hues and lighted from within 
by a candle. Their little toy boxes made 
beauty spots .in the early darkness.

One night as I stood with the spirit 
Doctor, on the cinder path, one of the 
children stopped the procession of lighted 
boxes and pointed a finger to where I 
stood below.

“Lookit! Lookit!” her little voice was 
shrill on the early night air, “The ‘Goofy 
Lady’s’ got a feller!”

And it was thus we knew that the time 
was ripe. Our eyes flew together. There 
was joy and sadness too in the thoughts 
that flowed from our minds. But as 
usual there was no mawkish sentimentality, 
no surplus farewells, or I-thank-you cour
tesies. We knew that our experiment had 
succeeded and that after this night we 
would meet no more.

I put out my two hands and touched 
his shoulders. Beneath my touch there 
was substance. I felt his muscles under 
his coat sleeves, and in return his hand 
curved around my forearm. Then our 
arms dropped away and he left. The word 
“Good bye” was not used even subcon
sciously.

It was not coincidence that gave me the 
rest of his story. I watched the daily 
papers eagerly for what I knew must 
surely happen. There was no other way.

When the story broke, it was accom
panied by the usual sob-sister embellish
ments. All about the lovely young thing 
that had waited for the return of her 
lover for a year only to have him snatched 
away from her by death, upon their wed
ding night It praised her sublime faith that 
he would return, long after all others had 
given up hope and how after they were 
married at last the young groom had

{Continued on page 15)
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"THE BONDAGE OF HATE"
Edited by JAMES W. GOW

(Continued from July issue)
E PAID not the slightest atten
tion ; well, so much the better. 
Since I would sound like a liar in 

claiming to have driven alone; when in the 
wreck was found a dead man.

My vision was clearing but I imagined 
myself delirious, for I saw a number of 
shadows and there was my mother em
bracing me, she who had been dead many 
years.

I wondered mentally. “Can’t I come out 
of this dream or anaesthetic condition or 
what ever it is.”

“Yes, you will soon feel more natural, 
but you must leave with me. Don’t you 
wish to go with your mother?”

“I love my dear mother,” I answered, 
“but she is dead.” No one could make me 
believe in ghosts. “Just now my mind 
wanders. I cannot help it. I must have 
gone through a terrific smashup; faintness 
came over me. I let myself be guided by 
gentle hands, seemingly through air-— 
dreaming again—I felt so weak that I 
gladly sunk to the couch on which they 
placed me. Later I woke from a refresh
ing slumber but startled at the strange
ness of my surroundings.

This place was not an ordinary hospital, 
nor a private house. I was reclining in a 
large room like a hall, with three walls. 
The space in front opened on a landscape 
bleak and barren, but withal peaceful as 
the grave. I had believed myself alone but 
now I saw my mother sitting by my side.

Consequently I must still be out of my 
head. Thinking of my home troubles I 
arose. I must be up and doing. Mother 
also rose. Beckoning to some people out
side, they approached me. Eleanor, father 
and a few others.

What did it all mean. A barrier of fog 
seemed to intervene between them and me. 
Even my mother had a sort of protective 
haze around her. I was puzzled. Then 
mother spoke.

“Son, you have just died; that is, you 
have passed out of the Earth’s sphere into 
ours who have preceded you here. If you 
relax and cease your mental struggle, we 
will be nearer to you and take you to the 
summerland; it is beautiful there. This is 
a sort of no man’s land, or rather a coast 
where the dark earth vibrations break 
against your conscience if you leave the 
earth without making peace.”

“How can it be that I am called dead, 
and how could I have made peace with 
the devil?”

“No, my son, but with yourself,” she 
replied.

My wife was in the vicinity but she 
seemed so unreal and distant. I held out 
my arms, she reached her hands towards 

me but could not come close to me. There 
was a mixed red and green emanation 
around me which seemed to clash with the 
light rays from her figure and prevented 
her from touching my hands.

It seemed terrible to be “dead” and yet 
living, and living in an unpleasant fron
tier environment.

I looked around me, saw tints and 
shades occupied by some of the ranking 
citizens of former times, whose likenesses 
were well known to me, and millions of 
other earth inhabitants. They had landed 
here at various times during the last few 
decades and graviated to the exact place 
they had earned while in the physical body.

As for myself, I wondered if my deeds 
had not even builded for me a hut. But 
I did not care for the district anyway.

Mother explained that only my impreca
tory vow kept me from the better portion 
of the beginners in the new life. I had 
observed just principles; been kind to 
the dumb animals who here begin another 
upward rung of the evolutionary ladder, 
and carry their earth impression with 
them, to be rewarded in full for good or 
evil done them by their human superiors; 
who pay to the last farthing for their con
duct on earth.

I would be going to a very joyous ex
istence as soon as I relinquished my hate 
for an earth inhabitant.

“But, mother,” I said, “I have work to 
finish on earth, how about my daughter?”

She answered. “I will show you the way 
to communicate if you want to try to help 
her. We all try who have sympathy with 
her, but her aura is now obscured by some 
very dark influence, so we cannot impress 
her.”

I concentrated my mind. I directed my 
will, and lo—there I was right back at 
home. I entered and looked around; the 
dog sat on the back porch. He seemed 
startled and cowered down instead of wag
ging his tail as usual.

I spoke lovingly to him and patted his 
head. He looked bewildered but soothed. 
This convinced me that I had the power 
even as a shadow in “spirit land” to im
press sentient beings on the earth plane.

I could not enter all of the rooms in 
my old home of the earth life. A different 
ratio of vibration kept me out.

I was looking for my daughter but could 
not see her. I thought of the summer 
house and there she was—sitting with 
Coulson1—her features were indistinct to 
me—there was an air of sadness around 
her.

Not so Coulson, he was evidently well 
pleased while pretending to console her. 
My anger leaped up. Oh, if I could burn 
him to a cinder right there. I felt a force 

leaving me but the lurid ray missed him. 
I could not yet direct my will strongly 
enough to impress him with fear. Even 
at that he fidgetted and I decided to out
stay him; but a stupor overcame me and 
I collapsed.

On awakening I was back on the bleak 
frontier of the next plane. I called to the 
void and a helper came.

I explained to him that I must reach my 
daughter on the other plane and prevent 
her from throwing her life away on a 
rascal. He read me through “It is mostly 
the rascal’s defeat that motivates you” he 
said.

I admitted that but added that I was 
justified.

He said “Justice is always done in the 
end, such is the universal law. What we 
do to the least of creatures by causing 
pain, comes back to us over here in worse 
pain; since everything is in a state of 
growth absolute equation rules the uni
verse. Come with me and learn to forget 
temporary justice. Full reward will be 
meted out here for good or evil done in 
the body. You were a generous man, mer
ciful to the stray beasts who work up
wards to a higher form under great handi
caps. You do not need this condition of 
purging, only youi- desire to thwart that 
man keeps you homeless here facing the 
earth you have left.”

“I shall not feel peace,” I said, “unless 
I haunt him to his undoing.”

“The choice is yours,” he said. “Until 
you let go of the personal desire you will 
dwell with your own perplexities. When 
ready call me.”

While he talked I watched. Pictures of 
lovely scenes passed before my vision 
when he spoke of peaceful conditions in 
the other world. Horrifying views of 
agony untold opened before me when he 
referred to the cruel, and their penalty, 
in the adjustment of a balance, when an 
Ethereal Love is all in all.

I learned to project my will by thought 
sent out with an intense feeling. I went 
forth to practice on Coulson. First I tried 
to persuade my daughter. If she yielded 
I would cast off my earth bonds. But she 
sat waiting for him and could not give a 
sensitive ear to me. Oh, if she could but 
feel a reflection from the glow of a 
father’s love. But in vain did I focus on 
her my tenderest thought. Her aura was 
too mixed for a clear message to reach her 
brain. I lingered. Coulson the old roue 
came; I passed between them when he 
affectionately greeted her. He shivered 
down his spine. I enveloped him when he 
sat down by her side; he stuttered in 
speaking of his love. My daughter said 
“You are drunk.” (Concluded next month)
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Everybody’s Astrological
DAILY GUIDE “starc»a,t-

This Daily Guide covers from sunrise to sunset unless otherwise stated. When the 
influence is over during the day the hour is generally given.

This is the month that Jupiter, the great 
beneflc, changes signs, going into Virgo 
on August 11th. He should benefit all 
people here in Earth Signs, Taurus, Virgo 
and Capricorn, but Virgo, born between 
August 31st and September 10th, will have 
to put a question mark on everything, 
Neptune is in Virgo contacting their Sun 
and he is subtle, elusive and deceptive. 
These people may find themselves chasing 
“Will o’ the Wisps.” Hence, “check and 
double-check” everything.

Of course, this is not going to affect all 
of the Virgo people in the same depart
ment of life. To some it may be the be
ginning of some very fine spiritual devel
opment, but to the most of the Virgo peo
ple Neptune is going to play a game of 
“sight and unseen” trading and they 
lose. A fair warning is not to look at 
the nice green fields in the distance, but 
stay “put” until Neptune gets out of the 
way.

From the time Jupiter goes into Virgo 
on August 11th he will be applying to a 
conjunction of Neptune and comes 
exact September 18th. This conjunction 
is one worthy of considerable study by 
Astrological students since it could only 
have occurred about 175 years ago in 
Virgo, but our records on Neptune go 
back only to his discovery in 1846. We 
have a conjunction of Jupiter and Nep
tune every thirteen years. The last one 
was in Leo on September 23, 1919, but 
there is much difference in this conjunc
tion in a fire sign than in an earth sign.

Aug. 1. Do not be sharp or hasty before 
12:15 p. m., but do not turn gloomy 
during the next half hour. Balance of 
the day is very good.

2. New Moon today. Particularly good 
for buying finery up to 2 p. m. Eve
ning is good for social affairs.

3. A fine day. Push your affairs. Write 
letters, collect money. You can even 
visit your banker and be given a cor
dial greeting.

4. You may have had some bad dreams. 
You’ll probably be irritable up to 9 
a. m., but may improve some by 3 
p. m. and be sorry for yourself in the 
early evening.

5. Be cautious up to 10:15 a. m. Quite 
accidental. Balance of the day fair. 
Evening to 9:30 apt to hold a quarrel. 
Not a good evening to go courting.

6. Very good influence for mental effort 
all day and evening.

7. Sunday. Better stay in bed until 
after 11:45 a. m. or you are apt to 
“scrap” with some one; after that a 
fine afternoon. Late evening is de
pressing.

8. A fine day. Late evening is some
what depressing.

9. Put off important affairs. Your best 
company for the evening is a good 
book.

10. A day of deception. Do not believe 
all you hear and do not say too much 
yourself.

11. Watch your money up to 2 p. m. 
Afternoon and evening, very good. 
Some extraordinary action in the 
stock market should culminate today.

12. Go carefully and watch your tongue 
to 2 p. m. After that there are good 
influences to 5 p. m., but steer clear of 
the opposite sex till 5 p. m., and do 
not do any last minute shopping; 
you’ll be disappointed.

13. Nothing you do today will be right. 
Be careful in driving today and eve
ning.

14. After 10 a. m. there is nothing to 
interfere witii a pleasant day—but you 
could easily quarrel before 10 and 
spoil the whole day.

15. Monday and everything is with you. 
Write letters and give your mind free 
reign on new ideas.

16. A fair morning, but not such a good 
afternoon. Do not bet or ask for a 
raise this afternoon.

17. If you work the way you feel today 
you’ll accomplish much and be well 
satisfied when night comes. Wednes
day night and Venus and the Moon 
are both with you. Fine.

18. Watch out for crooked work before 
12 and put a question mark on all you 
hear and do not promise anything 
yourself. After that time you have 
the finest kind of afternoon and eve
ning to get the most out of mental 
effort. Put your ideas at this time on 
paper; they may be worth a lot.

19. This day is not good. Put off impor
tant business and stay at home to
night.

20. A day of mixed influences. Some
what tricky up to noon, but much 
better for the afternoon and evening.

21. A gloomy day up to 11 a. m., but 
turns into a fine afternoon and eve
ning-

22. Good to noon, but not good for im
portant business until after 1:30 p. m. 
Put forth every effort all afternoon 
and you’ll be well repaid. Early eve
ning to 7 p. m. a little depressing.

23. The undertone of today is fine and 
constructive. Put forth your best 
efforts before 2 p. m.

24. Put off important matters today and 
have a question in your mind on every
thing you hear.

{Continued on page 14)

What are YOU going to do 
about it?

t t t

A

The entire world approaches 
Chaos. Unemployment is at every 
hand. Homes are being foreclosed 
and lost. Bread lines form on our 
streets. Unless the Voice of the 
Spiritual Hierarchy is heeded, we 
are going the way of ancient Greece 
and Rome.

There is but one way out: the 
way of God. The Secret Council of 
the West offers every sincere man 
or woman the Knowledge that will 
enable them to lift themselves from 
Chaos into Sufficiency. This Knowl
edge is offered without profit and 
without set price in accordance 
with true Esoteric Principles.

Cloistered Teachers, laboring for 
the Material as well as the Spirit
ual Salvation of the race, offer you 
the Secret Knowledge, the Individ
ual Non-Commercial Help you 
need and must have during these 
days. You are invited to write for 
full information. If you enclose six 
cents for postage we will also send 
the 
for Happiness and Success. For 
the 
our private training in Magic—the 
true work of the Adept.
THE MYSTIC BROTHERHOOD UNIVERSITY

(Authorised ‘‘Western Traditions”)
Dept. No. 0-8 Tampa, Florida

Temple Master’s Instructions

Advanced Student: Ask about

JOIN NOW!
American Writers’ Society

Membership in Society, including all bene
fits, free revision and criticism, privilege of 
entering contests held for our members, 
advise upon preparing and disposing of 
manuscripts to paying markets, and fellow
ship with hundreds of fellow writers for 
one dollar per year.
SUBSCRIPTION TO VISIONS MAGA
ZINE, official organ of the Society, with 
privilege of having material appear on its 
pages, one dollar per year. VISION con
tains lessons in both verse and short story 
writing from competent teachers in craft
manship, also lists of paying markets each 
issue. It has a Special Verse Forms and 
Sonnet Department, and a Who’s Who 
corner where members may get acquainted 
with fellow members.
Two dollars covers both membership and 
subscription, or subscription alone for one 
dollar. Single copies, 25 cents.
For information, address the editor:

OLIVE SCOTT STAINSBY,
Box 178, Placentia, California.

I Health, Happiness and Abundance I
| May be yours NOW. Daily Treatment. In- | 
= dividual Letters of Instruction. Free Will g 
| Offering Accepted. |
| Write—Vora B. Durand, |
s New Age Institute, ■
I 910 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. | 
j..—-------------- ------------------------ »

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
To every reader of The Occult 
Digest who will send us three new 
subscribers we will give a one- 
year subscription to THE OC
CULT DIGEST.

No premiums given with this offer.
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* POPULAR * 
ASTROLOGY 
MAGAZINE

Published every month in the interests of 
Scientific Astrology and the practical appli
cation of Cosmic Law to the problems of 
everyday life.
Covers general business.
Gives monthly forecasts with strong and 
weak days.
Horoscopes of famous people delineated and 
illustrated, in addition to other articles of 
lasting interest.
Send 10c for sample copy.

PAUL G. CLANCY
Hotel Tuller Detroit, Mich.

DAM-ZINE
For Sick Glands Caused From Age, 

Abuse, Disease, Etc.

A product of medical research prescribed by 
Physicians in the treatment of starved sex 
glands. ” ' ’’
money, 
funded, 
sicians.
$5.00.
postpaid. No C. 6. D. ------ ------
order and expect Dam-Zines by first return 
mail. No delay. Write now. A" 
ence confidential.

You take no chances and waste no 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money re-
We invite correspondence with Phy- 
Packed 25 Dam-Zines, $1.00, 200 for 

A $1.00 order now means a $5.00 order 
All goods sent in plain sealed package 

” ~ ~ Send cash or money
All correspond-

DAM-ZINE LABORATORY, DEPT. O 
Box 101, Columbus, Ohio or 

1228 Park Row Bldg. New York City

TRUMPETS
Three-Piece Fibre .... 
Three-Piece Aluminum 
Fortune Telling Cards. 
Birth Date Calendars.
We pay postage. C. O. D. orders you pay P. O'. Fees.

J. M. SIMMONS & CO.
109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago. III.

HIGH GRADE BOOKS
On Occult Subjects 

Clairvoyance, Healing, Astrology, etc.
Send ten cents in stamps for set of Interesting 
pamphlets and our latest catalog.

THE THEOSOPHICAL PRESS 
Wheaton, Ill.

' .liiiiitiitiiliilillllllllllllliiliiiiiliillllllliiiiiliiliiliillilllllllinj

AMONG AMERICAN ADEPTS
■ Unique series of letters written by one who knows " 
! personally the Western Masters of Wisdom con- ! 
! nected with American continent and civilizations, j
■ Names, fascinating descriptions, etc., together with ■ 
; many interesting facts about the various Adepts. ;
• An indispensable collection, **-**—«--
; Two Dollars, postpaid.

Mrs. W. G.
j 1639 Washington Blvd.

artistically gotten up. j
Money o.ders only. : 

CROSS
Chicago, Illinois, j

111111111111111111111111111111

NUMEROLOGY
Full course now...................................................$5.00

Diplomas given
Forecast for 1932 and lucky days.................. I ,OO
Adjusting name for success and analysis.. I .OO 
Full reading with Forecast............................ 2.00
Send full name as given at birth, full birthdate, 
whether married. Ask questions.

Mme. Irene, F.R.C., D.D.
414 Newbury St Boston, Mass.

I GRAPHOLOGY
l^^^Your Handwriting Analyzed By Dr. James H. Callahanw^tA

Send several lines of your own handwriting—preferably something you have al
ready written. Communications without name and address will not be answered. 
Address GRAPHOLOGIST, The Occult Digest, 1900 N, Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

A. B. I., New York—You show a great 
deal of generosity, graciousness and self
sacrificing nature and you place your goal 
in life a long way ahead, yet within your 
reach. But your worst trouble is the 
tendency to haste and forgetfulness.

C. N. J., Calif.—Much amiability and 
consideration for others are displayed by 
your handwriting, a logical intelligence 
that is quick in grasping a problem and 
you have much ability for leadership, with 
the wonderful gift of adapting yourself 
to circumstances and surroundings.

B. G. H., Iowa—You show a great love 
for home and children but you should en
deavor to overcome some of the sensitive
ness present. An affectionate and sym
pathetic nature is evinced. Much caution 
is shown and you have the ability and de
sire for keeping your own counsel.

W. T. S., Conn.—An active imagination 
is shown. You have a quick and investi
gative turn of mind. Your handwriting 
shows that you would probably do better 
in a line of work in which there was some 
change and variety, but this does not mean 
that you should make a change at this 
time. This is a question entirely for you 
to decide.

consult

of life 
friend-

L. E. S., Texas—Handwriting analysis 
deals with the mind. Therefore, it would 
be absolutely impossible for me to tell you 
whether there is oil on your land. If you 
have good reason to believe there is oil on 
your land, my advice would be to 
a reputable oil geologist.

C. F. F., Ill.—You are a lover 
and action, with a real genius for
ship. There is much adaptability and you 
are evidently one who gets up each morn
ing really expecting the day to be better 
than the one before. By all means do not 
undertake work involving too much de
tail.

M. M. G., Wash.—You are endowed with 
a mentality that is logical and deductive 
in nature. Caution and reticence are 
manifested. A person of positive opinions 
and strength of determination but a good 
deal of tact and diplomacy displayed.

S. A. H., Ky.—A healthy interest in the 
spiritual and intellectual is exhibited. A 
person of high ideals and regard for per
sonal pride and dignity; an honest and 
straightforward nature. There is an in
nate love of beauty and color and of 
musical appreciation.

Daily Guide—
A very good day for all mental effort. 
The underlying influence of today is 
very constructive. See important peo
ple and transact important business. 
A very energetic day, but do not let 
impulse run away with you. A good 
evening for social affairs.
If you start out on a trip before 
7:30, be cautious. It is not a good 
day for a trip on the whole; you’ll be 
safer at home.

29. Rather a “draggy” Monday. Not 
much you can do but ordinary routine

(Continued from page 13)

25.
26.

27.

28.

work.
This is the day that you can do it. 
though. Your mind should be 
and your efforts should meet 
good results.

31. We hesitate to say anything 
this day since there are so 
varied influences, not constructive 
ones either. Hence, go slow, thought
fully, and you’ll not have any regrets. 
Do not be deceived by anything today 
because it will not look so good to
morrow.

30. -j 

clear 
with

about 
many

♦ Don’t Let Anyone Tell You
that you can learn the practice of Psychic Science in a few days! That’s the bunk!
To acquire Psychic Power, to control, command it to any direction and be obeyed, one must be trained step 
by step without Rush!
To learn the Art of Psycho-Projection, to be sensed by the persons of your choice, though thousands of miles 
away, you must know the "key” how to control and command the "Cosmic Power." And that cannot be 
learned in a few days!
To learn the Art of a "Transicologist" and be in a position to heal, assist and teach others, one must know 
the Teachings and Practice of the Ancient Masters, viz: Moses, Solomon and the Great Nazarene. . . . 
And that takes time. . . .
If you are interested in this wonderful Science and if you are eager to learn, we will teach you step by 
step how -.o control "Cosmic Power:"—"The Key how to obtain things desired”—"The Art of Human Attrac
tion"—"I’sycho-Trans"—"The Art of Self-Projection and how to be sensed in any heart and in any home"— 
For Health, Love and Happiness.—"Transychology"—“The Art of the Ancient Masters"—"The Ancient 
Mysteries"—“Revelation of the secrets of the Oriental, Indian and Egyptian Masters"—"Occultism"— 
"Psychic Projection and Levitation"—"Systems and Practices”—"The Interpretation of the 'fourth dimen-, 
sion’ " used by Jesus, the Great Nazarene, in assisting the sick, combating Superstitions and Spiritual 
Distortions.

"OMNIA TEMPUS REVELAT”
Men and Women, if you have tried Teachers and Masters of all racei and did not succeed, try the practical 
Teachings of the World Crusaders Fraternity.
Write asking for “The Code of the Nazarene” which will be sent you FREE, upom request. It costs you 
nothing.

The World Crusaders Fraternity
1857 Anthony Avenue, New York, N. Y.

P. S. Our Institution is a legally constituted body and prepares also those who care to practice and teach. 
Commission and License given to teach and practice for any State in U. S. A. and foreign Countries.

♦

♦
♦

♦

3* ♦ ♦ ♦
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NUMEROLOGY
Your Name Analyzed By Mary Adams
Send full name and present signature, also year, month and day of birth. 
Communications without name and address will not be answered. Address 
NUMEROLOGIST, The Occult Digest, 1900 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

your present line if you stick to it.
B. R., Kans.—You do not state what 

kind of results you want. Your present 
signature harmonizes with your birth path 
and indicates deep interest in spiritual 
and occult subjects.

C. S., Mich.—Your full name without 
the “Junior” and your signature are ex
cellent. You have executive ability and 
should have financial success as you grow 
older.

E. M. H., Mont.—Sign your name Edith 
E. Although you like new things, excite
ment, and change, you can keep a secret. 
You are very versatile, progressive, inde
pendent.

C. F., Mo.—Both your full name and 
your signature are O.K. You should be 
musical, also able to handle details and 
routine; full of inspiration and pep.

H. J. L., Pa.—You seem to be musical. 
If you want to emphasize your idealism, 
drop your middle initial. Your name as 
you now sign is executive and practical. 
Your birth path is full of inspiration. 
You would do well in some phase of ad
vertising.

W. V. K., Calif.—An interesting birth 
path and an old soul! You should be a 
master of occult and scientific subjects.

C. W., Calif.—Excellent in both name 
and birth path. The world should be bet
ter for you having lived in it. You are 
introspective, interested in occult subjects, 
yet with a friendly feeling towards the 
whole world.

M. E., Wash.—Your signature is excel
lent. You are progressive, independent, a 
pioneer in all you do. Don’t get too prac
tical and matter-of-fact.

R. C. S., N. Y.—You will do better in 
some profession than in a strictly commer
cial line. You could be a scientist, lawyer, 
actor, clergyman, writer. Seek to be an 
authority in your line. You are difficult to 
understand. An early marriage might not 
bring you happiness.

C. F. V., Ill.—Use your first and last 
name without any initial as a signature. 
You are open-minded, friendly, sensitive, 
with refined and artistic tastes, a kindly 
disposition and a good sense of humor.

A. H. P., Ill.—Drop your middle initial 
for harmony and executive and financial 
success. You should be outstanding in 

The Promise— (Continued from page 11)

stepped out upon the balcony of their 
suite at Lake Side Hotel. The railing 
had given away and the bride-groom had 
been plunged to his death. They had 
dragged the lake below for his body but 
it had not been recovered.

Nor would it be. I alone knew that. 
I knew that there was no body. What 
had been his body lay buried in a glacier 
far away. And the blood, my blood, that 
outlined his astral body was now just so 

THE MOON’S SIGN BOOK
POINTS THX WAY TO SUCCESS

Btulnesi People find It a decided aid in the development of important ventures. Farmers, gardeners. fruit 
growers, poultry raisers will find in it directions for using planetary influence to increase and Improve pro
duction. It is a Planetary Dally Guide for All. Gives the Moon’s phases, signs and dates on which to act 
for best results. These dates are calculated from known planetary positions and based on established astrolog
ical facta. Issued annually for 24 years. Pries is 21.00 postpaid. Send for a copy today and begin at 
once to Act in Harmony with Natural Law

LLEWELLYN PUBLISHING COMPANY
8*21 National Blvd., O, Palma. Loa Angeles, Calif.

(ISO PAGE CATALOG FREE'

g THE MYSTIC HEALER
asas
E—1
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a

Uses the Human Antenna
Price $1.00

^mntnFrr

Solenoid Principle

CARMEL, CALIFORNIA

much moisture, blending with the waters 
of the lake. Becoming drops that wended 
its way to the ocean, while the shape that 
our daily efforts had picked out with my 
living substance, much as a child outlines 
a traced map, this astral shape was now 
free. Gloriously and forever free. Able 
to go onward seeking its source. And the 
girl, well, I knew that she too was hap
pier knowing that he had kept THE 
PROMISE.
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The only monthly magazine of Astrology 
written so everyone may understand it. An in
valuable guide in solving your Love, Marriage, 
Finance,Vocation,Travel or Business problems.

Use this knowledge of the Stars as a daily 
guide to Success and Happiness.

Your Destin

'Regular ^Monthly Features 
Daily Guide and Monthly Forecasts for all 

Stock Market Forecasts
Personal Problems Analyzed 

Hidden Secrets of Your Name 
Romance and Your Stars 

And other interesting, non-technical informa
tive articles that you will enjoy. »

DON'T MISS THE NEW ISSUE I 
Now on sale at all newsstands throughout the 
world. £5c per copy.

ree^opyfree
If your newsdealer does not 
carry “ Your Destinysend 
us his name and address to
gether with yours and we will 
send you sample copy FREE

King Publishing Co., Inc* 
145 West 41st St. 
New York, N. Y.

“HUMANITY”
“Before you Condemn a Man, find out what 

Made Him what he is.”

Published monthly on a ranch in the shadow of the 
Rocky Mountains. Edited by a hick farmer who 
follows his own plow and pitches his own hay—while 
he fights for a Civilized. Civilization.—an Earth 
redeemed from Poverty, War, Ignorance and Greed. 
There is no other publication in existence just like 
HUMANITY—none so fearless and so free, none 
quite so vibrant with the heart-beats of Nature and 
Labor. It may make you cry or laugh,—or, best of 
all, THINK! Two issues, 25c. One full Year for 
$1.00. Not a line of Bosh, Bluster or Bunk!

MORTON ALEXANDER, Editor
Route I, Box 213, Arvada, Colorado

OCCULT SCIENCE
Will show you how to

Get What You Want
Let us explain just how. Our free literature 
will delight you. Act today. Write NOW!

THE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT.
Dept. D, Box 1525, Los Angeles, Calif.

^UMEROLOGY~IS~PRACTICAL
> Numeroscope and Lucky Days.........................$1.00
/ Adjusting Child’s name with Analysis.......... I ,OO
j REGULAR $5.00 READING — Personal
( Numeroscope, Horoscope, Best Days, 5-
( Year Forecast. Ask questions.................. 3.00
j WITH THIS ADVERTISEMENT, send full orig- 
z inal name; date, month, year of birth; married 
( name; present signature.
J MARY ADAMS
J 5104 Woodlawn Ave. Chicago, 111.

1 STUDY
FOR. THE DEGREE

of Doctor Psychology (Ps.D.), Doctor of Metaphysics 
(Ms.D.), or Doctor of Divinity (D.D.), by correspond
ence in the quiet of your own home. Write for further 
information.

THE COLLEGE OF DIVINE METAPHYSICS. Inc.
Desk 8. Denison Hotel Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.
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DAWN
An Illustrated Fortnightly Journal of Synthetic 

Religion and Indian Culture

A special feature of DAWN is a running series 
of articles by VASWANI giving a New Inter
pretation of

1. Bhagvad Gita and Upanishads,
2. Krishna and Christ, and
3. Vedic Mantras.

I have been blessed ... for amidst the deserts 
of Sindh,—that land of unity and aspiration,— 
I have found a true Prophet, A MESSENGER 
OF THE NEW SPIRIT, a saint, a sage, and 
a seer,—a rishi of new India, a leader to the 
Great Future,—Sadhu VASWANI.

—Monsieur Paul Richard.

Annual Subscription: Sh. 10. or 2 dollars.

Address:— KRISHTA KUNJ 
HYDERABAD SIND, INDIA

GAZING
CRYSTALS

Imported from Czecho-Slovakia 
Beautiful, Clear, Flawless

$ 2.00
2.50
3.00
8.60
6.00

10.50

2 -inch...................................................... Each
2% -inch.......................................................Each
3 -inch...................................................... Each
3%-inch.......................................................Each
4 -inch...................................................... Each
5 -inch...................................................... Each

Crystal Base, highly polished black, un
breakable composition material, each 60c. 
Send for free pamphlet on the Art of 
Crystal Gazing.

Astrological forecasts for 1932, $1.00 
Glass Stand, pyramid style, $1.50 

Glossy black leather rug to place beneath 
crystal, size 6 inches square, each 50c. 
Hardwood Ouija Boards, each $1.60 postpaid 

Dealers and distributors write for wholesale 
prices.

J. M. SIMMONS & CO. 
109 N. Dearborn St. Chicago, Ill.

• AMAZING REDUCED OFFER 
CREATIVE CLAIRVOYANCE

AND INNER VISION INSTRUCTIONS
Now, in mimeograph form, complete for $12.00, 

with only $2.00 down payment. $10.00 if paid in 
advance. Results certain with a few days’ prac
tice. The same instructions but with 100 India

1 g H

nee. xue sauw uisuuuuuns uui wim xw xuma ® 
Ink hand drawings formerly sold for $100.00. Addi- 
tional personal letters of instructions without extra [g 
charge. — —- — —>*<- ™
*2.00 first payment; balance, easy terms.

Charles J. Clarke, President,
THE MIND WORLD ORGANIZATION

Incornorated 
Suite B, 2038 Eye Street, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Send your order immediately with at least g]
-------*' . ..................  El 
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$2.

9 Last Half of 1932 ?
• What Do the Stars Say •

Your horoscope indicates your prospects for the coming 
period—how to take advantage of lucky breaks in life 
and what to do about bad breaks—to lighten their sting. 
Send $1.00 for your reading. Tells about business and 
social affairs, signing papers, contracts, seeking employ
ment, speculation, stocks, bonds, travel, love, courtship, 
marriage, health, etc. Give birth month and date.
PREPARE FOR THIS PERIOD—ORDER NOW

Wencie Publishers 5625 N' S*00*1 Ave'

CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY, BILIOUS? 
Let Nature's food keep your system clear of food wastes. 
Take GRANDONE INTERNAL CLEANSER. You'll enjoy 
free bowel evacuation without griping. It will help Nature 
to neutralize poisonous acids, eliminate toxins and rebuild 
the system. It is a scientific combination of natural vege
tables, seeds, herbs, plants and roots that act on the liver, 
stomach, bowels, kidneys and bladder. Rich in vitamins 
and organic mineral salts. 50c box. If you order two 
boxes, price $1.00 postpaid. For one box Include postage. 
Trial sample FREE. Agents wanted.

H. G. GRANDONE, SON & CO.,
1434 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa.

AMERICAN OUTPOST, A Book of Re
miniscences—By Upton Sinclair. Published 
by the author, Pasadena, Calif. Cl., $2.50. 
Of interest to every red blooded boy and 
girl and every American citizen who has 
the interest of the United States of Amer
ica at heart. This book is a world builder 
for strong men and women who want to 
be individuals on this old Earth rather 
than worms of the dust or trailers behind 
the procession of true leaders. Parents 
should read this book and place it in the 
hands of every member of their family.

THE STARS; How and Where They In
fluence—By L. Edward Johndro. Publ. 
by the Doherty Publ. Co., San Bernardino, 
Calif. Blue cloth, $2.50. A scientific work, 
set forth by tables, charts and examples, 
especially prepared for the student and 
serves the layman as well as the adept,— 
makes Astrology a worth-while study from 
every angle of the human needs.—it and 
its running mate—THE EARTH IN THE 
HEAVENS—opens a new vision for those 
who know nothing of the theme and would 
convince the skeptic, the Agnostic and 
the infidel that Life holds something more 
than mere flesh and blood. These books 
cry out in their vehemence to the man of 
power and the toiler whose life seems to 
be hemmed in on every side—in fact they 
give a new meaning to Life itself. Read, 
study and reflect is their invitation to all 
who are weary of the turmoil and same
ness of every day living.

SEVEN MINUTES IN ETERNITY— 
With Their Aftermath—By William Dud
ley Pelley. Publ. by The Gallahad Press, 
Inc., Washington, D. C. Paper, 50c. This 
well known author had a very remarkable 
Psychic or Astral journey in the fact that 
he brought back a clear and concise mes

Handwriting Reveals Character— (Continued from, page 6)

There is suavity, poise, grace and ease 
of manner, amiability and adaptability, all 
well displayed in the interesting bit of 
writing of our specimen. The writer has 
the wonderful ability to adapt herself to 
circumstances, surroundings or conditions, 
and by doing so turn what would other
wise be unhappiness into happiness, fail
ure into success, and withal learn much 
of life and derive much enjoyment out of 
what may have promised to be an un
happy event, without supine compromise 
or cowardice, but holding consideration 
for others ever before her as she strives 
to attain her own end. Please take a 
look at the forward angle of inclination, 
the good rhythm, and those flowing “n’s.” 
They are made more like the letter “u” 
than the letter “n.”

Where we have writing that is drawn 
out with generous curved connections be
tween the letters, wide letters, with the 

sage for his own and the world's enlighten
ment. We wish the world had a billion 
William Dudley Pelleys to help “make the 
world safe for intelligence.”

DARE THE SCHOOL BUILD A NEW 
SOCIAL ORDER?—By George S. Counts. 
Publ. by The John Day Co., New York 
City. Pamphlet, 25c. A daring title and 
a daring work, greatly needed today—but 
dare the Schools build a new Social order 
—the answer is—The New Social Order 
will build new Schools. The author has 
opened a pent up steam valve. What shall 
the future generation do to be saved from 
destruction—is the question put squarely 
up to them.

SELF MASTERY THROUGH UNDER
STANDING—By C. Franklin Leavitt. 
Published by the author, Chicago, Ill. Ppr., 
25c. All that its name implies. The au
thor is very sincere and sets forth his in
structions and criticisms in a straightfor
ward manner. To read it is to be enlight
ened.

THE GOLDEN IMAGE IS FALLEN, IS 
FALLEN!—By Edythe de Lauzon. Publ. 
by Kingsley Publ. House, M'ontreal, Can
ada. In this volume the author has 
painted a wonderful, new civilization. The 
pity is that those whose need of this book 
is greatest will never give themselves the 
opportunity to read it. Picture after pic
ture is portrayed in flaming words that 
only the blind can fail to comprehend. The 
author cries out in love for the manifesta
tion of the principle set forth in The 
Golden Rule to be made manifest among 
the Nations that the children of the Earth 
may dwell in the house of plenty and 
travel the Highway of Love. Read this 
book; it will shed light on many a per
plexing question.

small letters open at the top, there is con
noted the ability to show kind and gener
ous reception and entertainment to guests 
and strangers.

Notice those high loop “d’s.” Here we 
have a person possessed of a very high 
sense of pride and self-respect, one who 
will always entertain a high regard for 
personal dignity and will never submit to 
anything that will compromise or bemean 
her conception of personal dignity.

Please observe those gently rising 
strokes at the end of words. In the orig
inal these were accompanied with a gra
cious and uniform curved underscore of 
the signature and are accentuated by the 
gracious and flowing script, all of which 
mean a courteous and pleasant disposi
tion. There is no sharpness in this writ
ing to grate upon our nerves.

(Continued next month')
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SMALL ADS WORTH WATCHING
Rate, 7c a word; Lowest Charge, $1.00; Pay with Order. >»’ a

Address: "The Occult Digest,” 1900 North Clark St., Chicago, III.
(Count your name and address as words in the “Little Ads”) rJUsil.&'lA'
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ASTROLOGY BOOKS MISCELLANEOUS

1932 ASTROLOGY READING BY 
the “World’s foremost Astrologer.” 
succeed play the game 
hand but they do it scientifically. ------------
fame and fortune will tell you it’s easier to suc
ceed when your stars are in favorable aspect to 
your birthsign. Our 16 ___
about all you need to know, 
for 1932 it gives exact 
based on sun, moon and 
solar system. Consult _ _____ ___ .. .
change in home or business, love, marriage, em
ployment, travel, speculation, accidents, health, 
etc. Just send your exact birthdate with $1 to 
The Occult Book Mart, : 900 North Clark Street, 
Chicago.

Those who 
of life with .a Master 

Men of name,

page Forecast tells you 
__ Month to month 
days, dates, predictions 
principal planets of the 
t before you make any

CONSCIENTIOUS PREDICTIONS—BASED ON 
the Astrological Theory L __ __  L*
yourself as well as Astrology a chance. ____
Horoscope, $2.00. Thereafter, each question or 
month, $25c. Give birth,aate, place and 11bur as 
nearly as possible. Parfc Wiker, 20 Maple St., 
Chicago.

of Supposition. Give
Trial

ORDER OF YILDIZ, 
gives monthly helpful 

either through Numer- 
S'ec’y, 414

JOIN THE ANCIENT 
a fraternal body which 
advice as to the future . 
ology oi’ Astrology. Particulars 10c. 
Newbury St., Boston, Mhss.

YOUR GOOD DAYS FOR AUGUST SHOULD
help you. 25c brings 'hem to you by return 
mail. Dept. 65, Astro-Physical Service, Box 561, 
Kansas City, Mo.

SEND 4c
American Institute 
St., New York City.

“WHEN WERE YOU BORN?” 
stamps for booklet.
Astrology, 1743 Fillmore

IN 
of

BOOKS

THE ZODIAC AND 
Prof. A. F. Seward. A 
fluences upon the Physic? 
ture of Mankind. One < 
of Antiquity is the orig 
all ages it has inspired 
Art paper, $1.00. Cloth, 
Mart, 1900 N. Clark St.,

TS MYSTERIES, BY 
study of Planetary In- 

1, Mental and Moral na- 
f the greatest mysteries 
n of the Zodiac and in 
interest and reverence. 
$2.00. The Occult Book 
Chicago, Ill.

UNUSUAL LESSONS 
new method that tells I 
where. Instruction sent 
Occult Book Mart, 1900 b

IN HYPNOTISM. A 
acts seldom found else- 
postpaid for 25c. The 
orth Clark St., Chicago.

BARGAINS IN BOOKS 
other subjects. Write, 
field Ave., Chicago.

ON OCCULTISM AND
Sherby, 5614 S. Marsh-

RAPHAEL’S'1932 EMPE 
ready for distribution, 
once. Price 50c. The 
N. Clark St., Chicago, I

iEMERIDES ARE NOW
Place your order at 

3ccult Book Mart, 1900 
1.

FREE CATALOG OF HERMETIC, MYSTIC, 
Occult, Alchemic, Magic, Rosicrucian and rare, 
out-of-print books. Specify line of thought in 
which you are interested. All Truth Seekers 
prize the Central Spiritual Sun, the Lakshmi 
Avatar, the Law of Karma and the Two Paths, 
price one dollar each. Can supply P. B. Ran
dolph’s Rosicrucian books. Free information 
concerning best books along any line of thought. 
Hermetic Publishing Company, Dept. 19, 3006 
Lake Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

ASTRAL BODY TRAVELING. THE PEER 
of all courses teaching the secret of the projec
tion of the Ego-transcorporally, astral-body voy
aging and spirit projection, the balloon body and 
the etheric-double. Teaches you how to function 
in the Formless or the Fourth Dimension, or to 
appear and disappear at will. How to travel in 
foreign countries, as the Egyptian Masons term 
it, that is, be instantly in whatever place you 
desire. $2.00. The Occult Book Mart, 1900 N. 
Clark St., Chicago.

OCCULT DIGEST STATES RE BOOK Animism 
and Spiritism—“A most interesting work.’’ Two 
Worlds writes—“An authoritative work.” By 
Ernest Bozzano, translated by Stanley de Brath. 
5/- net. Publishers: Stockwell, Ltd., 29 Ludgate 
Hill. London, England. Other MSS of Psychic 
and Spiritualist interest are invited for publica
tion.

“MENTAL MEDICINE,” BOOK OF 10 LES- 
sons. For Sufferers of Nervous, Mental and 
allied Disorders, including. Epilepsy. Reveals 
marvelous Truths which will bring you Health 
and Longevity, $1.00. The Occult Book Mart, 
1900 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

THE REVELATION OF DANIEL AND THE 
Four Dimensions of Ethics answers all problems 
of today. Send 75c for copy. J. Scala, 156 West 
End Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

POSITIVE DEMONSTRATION IN SIX LES- 
sons. Two dollars, complete. Master Mileki, 
Box 494, Penna. Ave. Station, Washington, D. C.

HEALING

URINALYSIS, DIET. HEALTH INSTRUC- 
tions—$1.85. Improve yourself Physically, Men
tally and Spiritually—and make your “Journey 
on the Path” easier and safer. 30 chemical and 
microscopic tests. Circular. Central Laboratory 
Service, Pana, Illinois.

DR. D. MARSDEN, PSYCHOLOGIST AND 
Divine Healer, will answer six questions and give 
Health and Success. Treatments for one month 
for $2,00. 625 W. 58th St., Ashtabula, Ohio.

SURGICAL OPERATIONS BEST PERFORMED 
under favorable vibrations for you. Let us select 
favorable time. Astro-Physical Service, Box 561, 
Kansas City, Mo.

“HORSE RACING AND RELATIVITY.” 
Only system ever discovered by which winning 
horses, can be identified before races are run. 
Scientific. Mathematically exact. Reliable. As
tounding results. Private instructions only to a 
limited number. If you can carry secrets to the 
grave send ten cents for prospectus.
“PRIZE FIGHTS AND ASTROLOGY,” $1. 
Contains the astrological rules for picking 
winning boxers and wrestlers. J. A. Watkins, 
7683 Compton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

THAT IMPELLING SOMETHING IS THE 
voice and soul of your spiritual aura. It pleads 
like some sublime melody, it burns and shines 
like some fadeless star, it exalts you with superb 
visions and ideals and enwraps you with perfect 
peace. Read THAT IMPELLING SOMETHING 
—worth its weight in gold. Reduced to 25c. 
The Occult Book Mart, 1900 N. Clark St., Chicago.

SEND YOUR DISCARDED GOLD JEWELRY, 
watch cases, crowns, bridges, etc., for cash 
offer. Goods promptly returned if offer unsatis
factory. Old State Metal . Co., Box 57, Shrews
bury, Mass. 'L

ASK YOUR NEWS-DEALER FOR THE OC
CULT DIGEST, if he says he hasn’t got it, send 
us his name and address. We will send him 
a sample copy forthwith.

PALMISTRY

SCIENTIFIC PALMISTRY DIRECTS YOUR 
destiny. Particulars? Send stamp, Chiromant, 
1639D West 7th St,., Los Angeles.

PSYCHISM

WHY NOT A SPIRITUAL CENTER OF YOUR 
own? We show you how to make it profitable. 
During spare time, meetings may be held in your 
own home. 10c for particulars. Rev. Irene Wal
ton, D.D., 414 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RISPAH CHAMBERLAIN, LICENSED ME- 
dium, Psycho-Analyst and healer aids to health 
and happiness. Send $1.00, birthdate, 5 ques
tions and your heart’s desires, for reading. 1336 
Massachusetts Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

REV. FRANK CASEBEER, THE WELL 
known medium will answer 10 questions, busi
ness or spiritual, for on® Dollar and stamp. 
Lily Dale, New York.

SPIRITUAL READINGS. TWELVE QUES- 
tions, $1.00. Stamped envelope. Faith Lee, 
Dansville. New York.

AUSTRALIAN SEER. FOR 30 YEARS CERTI- 
fied. 6 questions 50c, with reading $1.00. Madam 
Miller, Bowbells, North Dakota.

This ANCIENT 
CHORONZON C 
fee is one dollar, 
is to Initiate, not 
Member in your

THERE IS A SHORT CUT TO INITIATION
>VAY to Adeptship and beyond to the ULTIMATE ATTAINMENT is now opened to Members of the 
LUB by a scientific technic based on the Supreme Secret of all PRACTICAL MAGICK. The enrollment 
The final fee is six dollars. There are absolutely no further fees, dues or alms of any kind. Our business 
to make money. If you are willing to do exactly as you are told and can keep silence, apply today to any 
>wn town or send your application with the enrollment fee directly to

MR. C. F. RUSSELL, Secretary, P. O. Box 181, Chicago.
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® OCCULT BOOKS—For Your Study

MAN VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE, by C. W. Leadbeater.
Examples of different types of men as seen by means 

of trained clairvoyance; frontispiece, three diagrams 
and twenty-two coloured illustrations. The following is 
a partial list of the contents: The Planes of Nature, 
Clairvoyant Sight, Man’s Vehicles, The Animal Group- 
Soul, How Man Evolves, What The Colours Mean, 
Sudden Emotions, The Developed Man, The Health-Aura, 
The Causal Body of the Adept. Second and revised 
edition. Cloth, 149 pages04.50

THE HIDDEN SIDE OF THINGS, by C. W. Lead
beater.

The author has brought to the reader’s attention, the 
existence of Laws, their action and reaction on Life in a 
most singular and practical manner. Through his re
markably extended power of observation his history of 
Nature, Spirits, Fairies, Sylphs and Gnomes is worth 
many times the price of the book. By one man seeing the 
hidden things of nature, a law is established and many 
witnesses prove its value. Cloth, 625 pages.............. 04.00

THE MASTERS AND THE PATH, by C. W. Lead
beater.

In this, as in other volumes by C. W. Leadbeater, the 
earnest student finds a wealth of knowledge. If you are 
very earnest in your prayer for Wisdom you will surely 
find it, at least in part, answered. As in all of the volumes 
we have selected for our readers the Truth is found in the 
actual experiences as told by the author. Cloth, 484 
pages ............................................................................................. 03.00

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH, by C. W. Leadbeater.
Scientifically examined and carefully described. The 

author has compiled a text-book of authentic experiences 
by the Critics of the past. Testimony that cannot be 
lightly brushed away. Interesting and educational beyond 
description. Cloth, 826 pages............................................. 05.00

INVISIBLE HELPERS, by C. W. Leadbeater.
The author gives testimony of that which gave him 

Light and Power to go steadily on in the face of all dis
couragement. Written in a language that the layman 
can understand, and the student profit by, giving the new 
beginner a staff and a torch. Cloth, 134 pages......... 01.75

DREAMS, by C. W. Leadbeater.
An unusual collection of facts from which the inter

pretation of dreams are set forth. Learn to interpret your 
dreams. Cloth, 63 pages....................................................... 00.75

THOUGHT FORMS, by Dr. Annie Besant and C. W. 
Leadbeater.

Eighty-two illustrations, in pen drawings and colour 
plates, to aid the reader in the scientific study of this most 
complete treatise on thought forms. If you are interested 
in this most engrossing subject we recommend this book. 
Cloth, 84 pages............................................................................04.50

TEN THOUSAND DREAMS INTERPRETED, by Gus
tavus Hindman Miller.

Gives a scientific exposition of a dream. Interpretation 
and explanation of over ten thousand personal dreams, of 
every character and variety. Alphabetically arranged. 
Has index of 25 pages. 620 pages, bound in cloth....02.25

DEATH UNVEILED, by Anna Louise Fletcher.
A record of personal experiences intensely interesting 

and instructive. Also contains the author’s testimony be
fore the Congressional Committee and Houdini, in Wash
ington, on the rights of mediums to exercise their 
gifts ...................................................................................................01.50

NUMEROLOGY MADE PLAIN, by Ariel Yvon Taylor.
The revised edition of this intriguing book contains 

much new material of interest to today’s readers. A score

of examples applying the principles of Numerology to the 
names of illustrious personages. Explains why and how 
your name and birth data affect your character and des
tiny. 192 pages. Scarlet cloth, brilliant jacket............01.50

LET US IN, by Jane Revere Burke, with an introduction 
by Edward S. Martin.

This book contains communications believed to have 
come from Professor William James, relating particularly 
to present disorders and disturbances in politics, economics, 
religion and social life and prescribing remedies. There 
is news in this book. Cloth.................................................. 02.00

COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS, by Richard M. Bucke, 
M.D.

A study of the evolution of the human mind. Of this 
book Professor William James has said: “An addition to 
Psychology of first rate importance.” Cloth.............. 05.00

MAN AND THE STARS, by Sir James Jeans.
This thought-provoking book takes the reader on a 

short tour of the Universe with the world’s greatest As
tronomer as guide. A new and startling Universe in which 
stars are born and die like human beings and space is 
interlocked with time and goes out to infinity...............01.00

STARS OF DESTINY, by Katherine Taylor Craig.
The ancient Science of Astrology and how to make 

use of it today. One need not be a believer in Astrology 
in order to be fully entranced by “Stars of Destiny”. 
The study of the stars has held a fascination since time 
began and here we are given an introduction to the 
treasure house of lore which has grown through the ages. 
Comets flashed across the sky when Helen caused the 
overthrow of Troy and the triumphs of Napoleon were 
heralded by a meteoric shower. Joseph of Egypt and 
Queen Elizabeth were among the long succession of those 
who consulted Astrologers. New edition.........................02.50

LAST LETTERS OF A LIVING DEAD MAN, by Elsa 
Barker.

This book was written down between February, 1917, 
and February, 1918, foreshadowing events which have 
since come to pass and predicting a splendid future for 
America and the world. It is a call to courage and re
straint, to faith and hope and charity—whose other name 
is LOVE ........................................................................................ 02.50

DISILLUSIONED INDIA, by Dhan Gopal Mukerji.
An account of the greatest moral experiment in the 

history of the world. India today, says Mr. Mukerji, oc
cupies the same relative position to Great Britain as the 
American Colonies did before 1776 and the same burning 
question arises—Shall there be Independence?—Hate no 
one!—Use no violence!—Practice tolerance!—Strive for 
world unity!—these are the unique battle-cries of the most 
unique struggle in history....................................................... 02.50

THE REALITY OF PSYCHIC PHENOMENA, by W.
J. Crawford, D. Sc.

The record of a series of remarkable scientific experi
ments carried out in 1915 and 1916 to determine by the 
use of delicate measuring apparatus the amount, direction 
and nature of the force used in levitation of tables and 
other phenomena generally known as “Spiritualistic”. The 
text is liberally supplied with diagrams illustrating the me
chanics of the manifestations................................................02.00

TAROT CARDS, by Arthur Edward Waite.
The Tarot cards have been used for purposes of study 

and practice for generations by Occultists in the West. 
These keys to Occult wisdom should be known to every 
student of Occultism. Beautifully colored cards with 
booklet “Key to the Tarot”.....................................................03.50
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